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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we consider the one-dimensional heat conduction equation on the interval 
[0, 1]. We investigate he integrals of the solution u with respect to the space and time variables and 
the equivalents ofthe integrals in the numerical solution. We give the properties of the functions E : 
R+O --* R, E(t) = f~) u(x, t) dx, and F :  [0, 1] --* R, f (x )  = f~ u(x, t) dr. We perform the numerical 
solution applying the so-called (a, 0)-method [1]. We show that with the additional conditions of the 
nonnegativity preservation and maximum norm contractivity [2], similar statements are valid as in 
the continuous case. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  the symbol  Ilgll denotes the L~-norm of a function g e L2[0, 1]. The matr ices and 
vectors are denoted by bold upper case and bold lower case letters, respectively. We refer to 
the ith element of a vector x by the symbol  xi.  We denote the unit matr ix  by I and a uniformly 
cont inuant  r id iagonal  matr ix  A E R nx~, with the elements A i , i -1  = a (i = 2 , . . .  ,n) ,  Ai , i  = b 
(i = 1 , . . . ,  n), A i , i+I  = c (i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1), and A i j  = 0 (li - Jl > 1), by t r id iag [a, b, c]. For a 
vector  x E R n, we use the vector norms 
1 
Ilxlll - n+ 1 (IXll +'"  + Ixd), 
i 1 Ilxll= = 77G (x~ +. . .  +x~), 
Ilxlloo = max { IX lh . . . ,  IXn [}. 
(1) 
Let IIAII1, IIAII2, and IIAII~ denote the induced matr ix  norms of a matr ix  A e Rnxn;  moreover, 
let T indicate matr ix  t ransposi t ion and r (A)  the spectral  radius. We call an arb i t rary  vector 
x C ]~ or a matr ix  A E ]~nxn nonnegative if their elements are nonnegative (x > 0, A > 0). 
In a similar manner,  we introduce the notions of positive, nonposit ive, and negative vectors and 
matr ices,  too. 
The author would like to thank to I. Farag6 for the useful hints. 
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The heat equation 
R. HOFLV~TH 
au a221 _- 
dt - ax27 x E (0, l), t > 0, 
u(O,t) = u(1, t) = 0, t L 0, 
u(x,O) = uo(x), 5 E [O, 11, 
(2) 
where the compatibility condition uc(0) = us(l) = 0 is fulfilled, describes the temperature 
changes of a thin homogeneous rod with unit length [3]. The value u(x, t) denotes the temperature 
of the rod in the point x E [0, l] and at time t. The initial temperature distribution is described by 
the function ua : [0, l] ---) R. Introducing the notations R = (0,l) x (0,oo) and n = [0, l] x [0, oo), 
a function u : a --) R is called the solution of problem (2) if u E C21’(fl) n C(a) and u satisfies 
the equations in (2). It is known that if uc is a sufficiently smooth function, then there exists a 
unique solution. 
The heat conduction has some characteristic qualitative properties which can be obtained from 
the energy conservation principle and from the second law of thermodynamics. The solution of (2) 
also has to possess these properties. Two important properties of them are the nonnegativity 
preservation (the condition uc 2 0 implies the inequality u > 0) and the maximum norm con- 
tractivity (the function t H max,Ela,i] { ]u(x, t)]} is monotonically decreasing). It is known that 
the function t H max,elc,il{]u(x, t)]} tends to zero if t tends to infinity [4]. Further properties 
of the heat equation can be found in the works [5-B]. 
To solve problem (2) numerically, we apply the so-called (a, @-method [l]. This method 
starts with the definition of an fih,r mesh dividing [0, l] into n + 1 subintervals of equal length 
h = l/(n + 1) and the selection of a time step 7 > 0. It generates approximations yi (‘) to the 
exact values u(ih, Jo) (j E N, i = 0,. . . , n + 1) with iteration 
My(j+l) _ y(d 
= _&Lqy(~+l) - (1 - /$QY’j’, j = O,l,. . . ) 
7 
where y(j) denotes the vector (yy’, . . . , ~2’)~ and the matrices tridiag [--I, 2, -I] and I - aQ E 
It”‘” are denoted by Q and M, respectively. The values 8 E [0, l] and (T E [0,1/4) are two 
parameters of the discretization, and the vector y co) is a suitable approximation of the initial 
function ug . 
Introducing the notations q = T/h2, z = Bq-a, X1 = I+zQ E IX”‘“, Xz = I-(q-z)Q E llPXn, 
and X = XL’X2, iteration (3) can be rewritten in the form 
y(j+i) = xy(j), j = 0, l,.... (4) 
We notice that under the assumptions made above, the value q - z = q( 1 - 0) + u is nonnegative, 
z > -l/4, and the matrix Xi is invertible. If z = 0, then the method turns in explicit and in 
other cases in implicit. The qualitative properties of the numerical solution are determined by 
the matrix X. The matrix X E R.“‘” is a real symmetric matrix with the eigenvalues Al and 
eigenvectors v’, 
qx1 f&-l--, 
1+ ZX1 
vf = 
/- 
--L sin __ 
il7r 
nfl n+l’ 
&l-l )...) 72, 
where Xl = 4sin2(lr/2(n + 1)) (1 = 1,. . . , n) are the eigenvalues of the matrix Q 191. The 
eigenvalues fulfill the condition Ri > Rz > . . . > An. 
According to the property of the heat equation, the vector-sequence {y(j)}zo has to tend 
to the null vector on each mesh &,r for all initial vectors y(O). The (a, 0)-method that is in 
possession of this property is called a weakly convergent method. Moreover, we say that the 
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(a, @-method is uniformly weakly convergent for a fixed value of q if it is weakly convergent for 
all step-sizes h = l/(n + 1). The (a, @-method is weakly convergent on a fixed mesh Qh,r if and 
only if r(X) < 1. 
THEOREM 1. (See [I].) Assume that g E [0,1/4) and 0 E [0,0.5). Then the (a, @)-method is 
weakly convergent on the mesh oh,7 if and only if the condition 
, 
1 1 - + 
q < 
4acos2@/2(n 1)) 
2(1 - 28) cosZ(n/2(n + 1)) 
is satisfied. Moreover, it is uniformly weakly convergent if and only if the condition 
1 - 40 
q S 2(1- 2e) 
(6) 
(7) 
holds. For the parameters u E [0,1/4) and B E [0.5,1], the method is always weakly convergent. 
We expect also the numerical solution to have the qualitative properties of heat conduction. 
We now define the discrete equivalents of the nonnegativity preservation and the maximum 
norm contractivity. The (a, @)-method is called nonnegativity preserving on the mesh flh,7 if the 
inequality y(l) 2 0 holds for all initial vectors y co) > 0. Furthermore, we say that the method is _ 
contractive in maximum norm on flh,T if I(y(“)Iloo L IIY(~)I/~. The (0, B)-method is nonnegativity 
preserving, respectively, contractive in maximum norm if and only if the conditions X 2 0, 
respectively, llXlloo 5 1 are fulfilled. Nonnegativity preservation implies the maximum norm 
contractivity. Detailed conditions and other properties are worked out in the papers [1,2,10-141. 
In this paper, we investigate the integrals of the function u with respect to the space and time 
variables and the equivalents of the integrals in the numerical solution. 
2. ON THE INTEGRALS OF THE 
SOLUTION OF THE HEAT EQUATION 
Let us introduce the function E : [0, co) + JR defined by 
s 
1 
E(t) = 42, t) dz, 
0 
(8) 
where ‘1~ is the solution of problem (2). It follows from Fourier’s law that the function E gives 
the thermal energy of the rod if we order zero energy to the constant zero temperature [15]. 
The function E tends to zero if t tends to infinity. The following two theorems are about the 
properties of the energy function. 
THEOREM 2. Let us suppose that 210 E C2[0, 11. If ug is nonnegative (respectively, nonpositive), 
then the function E is monotonically decreasing (respectively, increasing). 
PROOF. Under the above assumptions, problem (2) has a unique solution ZJ [15], which can be 
written in the Fourier-series 
U(Z, t) = C <le-12x2t sin(lnz), 
I=1 
where <l = 2 s,’ uo(x) sin(Z7rx) dx (1 = 1,2,. . .). Differentiating 
obtain a uniformly convergent series. Thus the derivative g 
derivative of the function E can be written iI]I the form 
(9) 
termwise the Fourier-series, we 
is continuous on a. The first 
E’(t) = dt J 
' a"(x:,t) ds= 
0 J 
' a2U(x,t) da:= a"(x,t) au(x,t) 
(10) 
0 ax2 ax x=1 -dz. x=0 
It follows from the nonnegativity preservation that if ~0 is nonnegative, then the solution ‘LL is 
also nonnegative. Thus, *It=1 5 0 and WI,=0 2 0, that is E’ 5 0. If the initial function 
is nonpositive, then wIr=l 1 0 and vlZ=~ 5 0, that is E’ 2 0. I 
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THEOREM 3. Let us suppose that uo c C2[0, 1]. / / the  Fourier-coefficient 41 is positive (re- 
spectively, negative), then there exists a constant t* > 0 snch that for t > t*, the function E 
monotonically decreases (respectively, increases). The constant * can be expressed in the form 
t* = max -J" I1~oll 1 
[. v/-27r:~ l( 11 ' ~-~2 J • (11) 
PROOF. Supposing that x ~ {0, 1}, we divide equality (9) by the positive term e -~2t sin(Trx). In 
this way, we obtain the equality 
~(~,t) 
e -~2t sin(Trx) 
oo  
~- ¢1 -~- E 41e(1-12)Tr2t s ln(17rx)  
I=2 sin(zrx) ' (12) 
Because of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the estimation [(l] _< v~llu0][ holds. Applying the 
method of induction, we obtain that [sin(lrrx)/sin(Trx)[ <_ 1 for all 1 = 1 ,2 , . . . .  Moreover, if 
t > 1/(8rr2), then Y'~.~=2 e(1-12)'~2tl <-- f l  e(1-~2)'2t~ d~" For the second term of the right-hand 
side in (12), the following estimation is valid: 
I--~2" (1-1~)':t sin(brx) 
qle sin0rx )
oo 
< vr~lluoll ~ e(1-12)~tl 
/=2 
/? < v~lluoll e(1-~2)Ir2t~d~-= Ituoll 
- v/~Tr2t" 
(13) 
If the parameter t is greater than t* = max{llu01l/v/2~e141 [, 1/(87re)}, then the left-hand side 
of (12) is nonnegative or nonpositive depending on the sign of the coefficient 41. That  is, u > 0 
(respectively, u < 0) if 41 > 0 (respectively, 41 < 0) for t > t*. From the previous theorem follows 
the monotonicity of the function E for the parameters t > t*. | 
The following theorem is about the integral of the function u with respect o t. 
THEOREM 4. Let uo E C2[0, 1]. Then the value F(x)  = Jo  u(x, t) dt is finite for all x E [0, 1]. 
Moreover, the relation F"  = -uo  is true. 
PROOF. The functions Ou O2u bTx, b-D-z are continuous on gt because the derivatives of series (9) are 
tool Oku(x, t) "~ A÷ uniformly convergent. We show that for every k = 0, 1, 2 fixed, the integral J0 k ox--b-7--J u~ is 
uniformly convergent. Setting A > 0, we have the estimation 
fS  Oku(x, t) dt 
Ox k 
\ /=1  / 
< v@luoll ~ e -z~A = v'511~oll 
/=1 
e-Tr2A 
1 -- e -Tr2A" 
(14) 
Fat  Ok u(x,t) From this follows that the integrals J0 k---g2r--x ' J dt are finite and the function F : [0, 1] -~ lt~, 
F(x )  = Jo  u(x, t) dt is twice differentiable. The second derivative of F can be written as 
]: (/5 02u(x, t) d t= - (1 sin(17rx)127r2 F" (x )  = Ox-------5~ 1=1 
- - (4z sin(brx)) = -uo(x) .  
/=1 
(is) 
This completes the proof. | 
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3. THE INVESTIGATION OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
In this section, we consider the numerical equivalents of the functions E and F. We examine 
their properties and make a comparison with the results obtained in the previous section. 
On a fixed mesh flh,T, we introduce the function Eh,T : N -+ R, Eh,T(j) = h Cr=“=, yi (‘). The 
function Eh,T tends to zero when j approaches infinity if and only if r(X) < 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let the mesh 0h,T be fixed. If y(O) 2 0 (respectively, y(O) 5 0) and the method 
is nonnegativity preserving, then the function Eh,T monotonically decreases (respectively, in- 
creases). 
PROOF. If the method preserves the nonnegativity, then it is also contractive in maximum norm. 
Thus, the condition ~~X~~oo 5 1 is fulfilled. Furthermore, due to the symmetry, llXj[l < 1 is also 
true. Thus, the estimation 
holds. The monotonicity property we obtain from the inequalities 
E/&j + 1) = h .e ydj+‘) = h .e lyjj+l) ) = Ip+l) II 1 
i=l i=l 
5 /y(j’lll =h+ly!j)l =h.eyjj’=E,,_,(j). 
(17) I 
i=l i=l 
To formulate the conditions of the energy decrease on fixed initial vectors, we recall the defi- 
nition of the quasi-positive and quasi-negative vector-sequences [13]. We call a vector-sequence 
{aL}go quasi-positive (respectively, quasi-negative) if there exists an index 1* E N such that 
for all 1 > l*, the inequality a1 > 0 (respectively, a1 < 0) is valid. The vector-sequence {y(j)} 
generated by (4) is quasi-positive (respectively, quasi-negative) for a fixed initial vector y(O) if Al 
is positive, dominant, and (y(O), vl) > 0 (respectively, (Y(O), v’) < 0). Taking into consideration 
the form (5), after a tedious calculation, we get the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6. The eigenvalue A1 of the matrix X E EPXn is positive and dominant if and 
only if the condition 
[(l - B)q + c~] sin2 & < i (18) 
is fulfilled or the conditions 
[(l - B)q + 01 sin2 & > i, and 
-40q2 + 2(28 - 1 + 2c)q + 1 + 4a + (4e(e - l)q2 + 4a(1 - 2eq + c)) sin2 & > 0 
(19) 
are simultaneously valid. 
In the following theorem, we formulate the equivalent of Theorem 3 for the numerical solution. 
THEOREM 7. If one of the conditions (18) and (19) is fulfilled, (y(‘),v’) > 0 (respectively, 
(y(O), vl) < 0) and the method is contractive in maximum norm, then there exists an index j* E W 
such that for j > j* the function Eh,r is monotonically decreasing (respectively, increasing). 
PROOF. Let the scalar product (y (‘1, v’) be positive. Under the above assumptions, the vector- 
sequence {Y(j)}3*Zo is quasi-positive. Thus, there exists an index j* E N such that for all j > j*, 
the inequality y(j) > 0 holds. Let j be greater than j*. The monotonicity of the function Eh,7 
follows from the estimation 
Eh,Jj + 1) = h .k ytj+‘) - 
i=l 
I/y(j+q = JIxy(j)lll 
w9 
I IlXll~ . I/y(‘)lll = ltXllo0 . IIY(“lll I /Y(‘))/l = %r(j). 
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If (y(O), vl) is negative, then multiplying the vectors y (j) by -1, we can follow the previous train 
of thought. I 
REMARK 8. Introducing the notation T = max(lA21,. . . , IAnI} (naturally r(X) > r) and suppos- 
ing that I(y(o)ll2 > 0, we can choose the index j* as follows: 
j* = max 
i 
ln(bin(~l(n +I)) l(Y(“)7v1)l)/ (n” IIY(“)l12>> ,. 
In (r/Ad 1. 
(21) 
Let us consider a numerical example choosing the (0,1/2)-method (that is, the finite difference 
Crank-Nicolson method), n = 3 (h = l/4), and y(O) = (- 1, 1, 1 l)T. Applying the condi- 
tions (18),( 19), we get that the greatest eigenvalue 111 is positive and dominant if and only if 
r < fill6 M 0.0884. If we choose the value r to be less than a/16, say 0.08, then the eigenval- 
ues of X are A1 = 0.4546, A2 = -0.1228, and A3 = -0.3721. Thus, Al is positive and dominant 
and, considering the form (5), (y(O), v’) M -0.4238. Moreover, the method is contractive in max- 
imum norm. Therefore, using Theorem 7, there exists an index j* such that if j > j*, then the 
function Eh,7. monotonically increases. (We remark that the precise value of j* is 10. Moreover, 
the estimation (21) results in the estimation j* = 15.) 
If we choose the value r to be greater than a/16, say 0.1, then the eigenvalues are Al = 0.3618,. 
A, = -0.2307, and Aa = -0.4640. In this case, the dominant eigenvalue is negative. The sign 
of the elements in the vectors y (j) alternates and so does the energy function. In this way, the 
function Eh,r cannot be monotone. 
We pass over to the investigation of the numerical equivalent of the function F. Let us 
consider the vector-series c,“=, y(j) = cj”=, Xjy(O). This series is convergent if and only if 
r(X) < 1. Supposing the condition r(X) < 1 on a fixed mesh %,7, we introduce the function 
Fh,r : {l,2,. . + ,n) -+ R, Fh,T(i) = 7. ~,“=oyz(‘), and we set fh,7 = (Fh,,(l), . . . ,F~,,(?I))~. The 
properties of the function F can be summarized in the following way. 
THEOREM 9. If r(X) < 1, then the series c,“=, yy’ (i = 1,. . . , n) is convergent, and for the 
vector fh,r, the relation 
-$Qfh,T = -(zQ + I)y(‘) (22) 
is valid. 
PROOF. If r(X) < 1, then the matrix-series CT=,Xj is convergent and its limit is the matrix 
(I - X)-l. If z = 0, then X = I - qQ and we obtain the relations 
-+Qf,,, = -$QT(I - X)-‘y(O) = -;QT(I - I + qQ)-ly(‘) = -y(O). (23) 
If z # 0, then X = (l/z)(Q + (l/2)1)-l(I - (q - z)Q), and thus, the equalities X - I = 
-(zX + (q - z)I)Q and (zX + (q - .z)I)-1 = (z/q)(Q + (l/z)I) are valid (the matrices Q and X 
commute). We obtain 
-+Qfh,T = -$QT(I - X)-‘y(O) 
= -+Q’((zX + (q - z)I)Q)-’ y(O) = -qQQ-‘(2X + (q - z)I)-‘y(O) (24) 
= -q(zX + sI)-‘y(O) = -4; y(O) = -(zQ + I)y(o), 
which proves the statement. I 
The multiplication by the matrix -(l/h2)Q is th e numerical equivalent of the second derivative 
with respect to 2. One can see that in case of explicit methods, identity (24) corresponds to the 
equality stated in Theorem 4. Moreover, with the additional conditions of the nonnegativity 
preservation and maximum norm contractivity for the numerical solution, similar statements are 
valid as in the continuous case. 
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